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Points of  interest:
• Customers’ physical behaviour patterns
• Customer-staff-interaction
• Interactions with material surroundings

Overall aim of  the case:
Improving the customer experience and conversion rates in a Danish 
optican chain’s stores



Video ethnographic data collection
Data: 700 hours of  video recordings from 11 Danish opticians with both handheld and mounted cameras.



Context: Understanding the customer journey

• Approx. one month of  observations
• Shadowing
• Mystery shopping
• Contextual inquiries
• Interviews
• Focus groups



1 Analysis of  traffic paths



A video analytics setup with a fisheye camera





The video analytics setup

savViTM is a unified video analytics software solution that offers 
a wide variety of analytics functionalities through a single, 
easy to use platform that integrates with existing or new 
surveillance systems. Featuring real-time event detection, 
video search and business intelligence applications, savVi 
provides a complete solution to the diverse video analytics 
requirements of multiple vertical markets. 

 Comprehensive Video Analytics Solutions

Data on an indiviual customers’ traffic paths
- Time stamps
- Coordinates

1 hour of  data



Big data / Video analytics
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Top down: Identifying the most relevant activity at glass walls

This section of  men’s 
glasses is clearly overlooked

The end wall and corner 
is good at attracting 
customers

Hardly any customer 
interaction with the accessory 
category besides its location 
next to the counter

This section of  
women’s glasses is 
clearly overlooked



The importance of  sales 
table-interaction and sales 

charts – a bottom up example





1. OP: det man (.) #minimum vil anbefale (.)
what one (.) as a minimum will recommend (.) 

*points at a specific spot------------->  

fig               #fig.1
2. ved de styrker du har

with the power you have
*>----------------------->

3.   det- det såen hvad jeg selv synes ↑ikk

that- that’s what i think of it ↑right
*>----------------------------------->*

4.   (0.5) 
5. der vil jeg faktisk# anbefale (.) så noget som det# her

i will actually recommend (.) something like this

*cirkling at a specific spot with the pen*
*lifts pen* 

fig #fig.2                        #fig.3
6.    (0.9)  
7. OP: ikk øh::m (.) #hvad siger du til det?

right uh::m (.) what do you think of that?
*........ OP looks at CU------------->
+keeps looking at diagram------------>

fig  #fig.4
8. (2.6)

*>--OP looks at CU-->*
+>--CU looks at diagram-->+

9. CU:  #i mit ↑tilfælde

in my ↑case 
fig #fig.5

Figure 1

Figure 2 Figure 3

Figure 4 Figure 5



Our big data analysis showed that the tables were central 
to the customer journey and the store flow





Big thick blending –
a method for mixing

analytical insights from big
and thick data sources



The blending of different elements into a new third

(see Due, 2014; Fauconnier & Turner, 1998).





Concluding remarks

Video analytics can help the EMCA analyst overcome the problems of:
1. Data overload (top down)
2. Generalizability of  relevance of  settings (bottom up)
3. Identifying “normal” or frequent interactional phenomena as well as deviant cases 

(top down)

In our case:
• Bottom up analysis contributed with generalizability
• Top down only generated few surprising findings, mainly due to:

• The timing of  the big data analysis
• The optician store as a setting



When could video analytics successfully be used for 
EMCA research purposes?

• Large places (e.g. airport, mall, museum, 
arcade)

• High ”traffic” areas
• Good line of  sight, i.e. few visual obstacles
• It should be used exploratively
• Should be combined with video ethnography, 

as video analytics will only analyze paths and 
will not generate any explanations.



A final note on legal and ethical issues 

• Video analytics cannot practically be used with individual consent – it is 
only possible if  we accept a scientific privilege.

• Data sheets can be saved and used for analysis without restriction – but 
what about the video recordings?

• Video analytics can be combined with other data sources, e.g. Wi-Fi 
triangulation of  smartphones, thus making the otherwise anonymized 
data personally identifiable.
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